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It is my pleasure to introduce 
and welcome you to the first 
issue of the ENYC Newsletter 
for year 2020, In this edition of 
ENYC News, we share with you 
ENYC’s achievements from 
April to October  2020.

We lead our features’ pack We lead our features’ pack 
with a wrap up of ENYC 
events,  and we share the 
latest news from our Regional 
Office.

We also have a section on regular staff matters, in which we have general 
knowledge competition, where you can take part to stand a chance to win 
great prizes.
Finally, we request that you help us make this newsletter more interesting by 
sharing your views, inputs, suggestions, comments and content contribution. 
Please be advised that the Editor reserves the right to publish, shorten edit or 
omit any input submitted. 
To the ENYC community, we hope that the coming months will inspire new To the ENYC community, we hope that the coming months will inspire new 
ways and ignite your energy levels to do things differently.

Enjoy the read!

Sibongakonkhe Mamba
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EDITORS REMARKS
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How has COVID-19 affected Youth Programming in 
the country?

TheThe challenges presented by the current Corona 
virus also known as Covid – 19 have paused delays 
in reaching out to the youth of Eswatini in both     
developmental and empowerment programmes at 
community level. The Corona virus wave hit just at 
the beginning of the 2020/21 financial year, when 
we had set to begin implementing our activities as 
perper the ENYC Programmes roadmap. As a result 
operations were stalled and we lost a quarter of the 
year. This then meant we needed a new strategy to 
fast-track the delivery of services meet to our goals 
in the time left, whilst adhereing to the Covid-19           
regulations.
The ENYC will work closely with the ministry of 
Sports, Culture and Youth Affairs to ensure that all 
activities are implemented, regardless of the flouted 
timelines falling into the first quarter. 

YOUNG PEOPLE GREATLY AFFECTED

AA great percentage of the youth was already living 
from hand to mouth and their lifestyle entailed 
working every morning to fend for themselves and 
their families as others are breadwinners.

AsAs much as the youth had the obligation and         
responsibility to practise caution at the height of 
Covid-19, there still is an economic challenge faced 
by most of them.

I would first like to thank the 
Government of Eswatini for entrusting 
me with the responsibility of overseeing the
Council’s duties, and ensuring that its 
mandate is fulfilled. Being a CEO at the Council 
gave me an opportunity to tackle issues 
affecting young people, something that was always affecting young people, something that was always 
in my heart and this i do through the implementation 
of the National Youth Policy. I further extend my gratitude 
to the ENYC Team, for thier endless efforts and support 
towardstowards the Council’s activitives. As per the statutes of the 
Council, the organisation is hard pressed to create a condu-
cive environment for the socio-economic development of the 
youth under the program “Leaving No Young Person Behind 
in the Development of Eswatini”. Our vision remains in 
witnessing an improved and sustained quality of life for 
the youth of Eswatini by 2025. Lastly, I appeal all of 
you to give your valuable contribution for this 
publication and support the editorial team inorder 
to have an informative and interactive newsletter. 

“The country’s top priority right now is fighting the 
pandemic and protecting its citizens, whilst on the 
other side young people live in poverty. As widely 
known; poverty may lead finding detrimental   
solutions to their problems including but not limit-
ed to crime and and sexually-related activities.
We would like to therefore, urge young people to 
reflect, readjust, and reprioritize as the overall out-
come will depend on how they respond to these 
challenges.

THE COUNCIL’S ROLE IN COUNTRY’S                  
RECOVERY EFFORTS

The Council is mandated to execute the National 
Youth Policy. The recently launched policy, will 
help ensure that the needs of all young people are 
met. It will open avenues and opportunities for 
young people to participate economicaly and       
contribute to the country’s recovery efforts. We are 
on a mission to ensure a conducive environment 
forfor the youth to venture into business. As an        
advisory body, we will be working tirelesly to lobby 
for the elimination of barriers for youth                            
participation in the economy. Community                     
differences, excessive business registration fees, 
lack of business culture and/or financial literacy 
are some of the factors hindering young people and 
theirtheir businesses from entering the value/supply 
chain. We advocate for impactful programs where 
young people get incubated and grow their         
businesses in their own safe spaces.



The Youth Council is excited about the launched 
recovery strategy which seeks to rejuvenate the 
economy by igniting a large number of productive 
economic activities as soon as the COVID-19 
pandemic diminishes.

      Ultimately, Eswatini seeks to achieve a first     
    world status, equitably. In-order to achieve     
     this milestone, Eswatini needs to pursue a    
      sustainable development pathway that      
      leads to shared prosperity. This pathway    
      requires a significant investment to unlock   
     youth potential, for youth to participate in    
        economic growth to maximize youth          
   development.

There is a need to capacitate young people who will be equipped with skills 
that will define the roadmap to Eswatini’s economic recovery. 

Part of the ENYC’s mandate is to ensure the comprehensive development of 
youth in Eswatini through research and planning. We are therefore delighted 
to notice that the researchers of the strategy have done a thorough job in 
ensuring that the plight of young people is well documented and youth 
development post-covid is taken into great consideration. 

It is worth-mentioning that young people are willing to participate in It is worth-mentioning that young people are willing to participate in 
entrepreneurial activities but often come across stumbling blocks, hindering 
them from achieving their desired outcomes in business. Most young people 
tend to succumb to these hindrances which prevents them from making it in 
life. 
Numerous red tapes including but not limited to massive business registration Numerous red tapes including but not limited to massive business registration 
prices which young people can hardly afford are some of the difficulties they 
face. The Council then comes in, to advocate and lobby for conducive and 
youth-friendly services which offer the youth an opportunity to be part of the 
value/supply chain. This we do partly through policy formulation and 
implementation. The council basically implements the youth policy which is a 
national researched and documented evidence of the plight of youth in 
Eswatini and the interventions there-of that need to be implemented in order Eswatini and the interventions there-of that need to be implemented in order 
to transform the lives of Swati youth.

The recently launched policy will see to it that entrepreneurship development 
is enhanced to increase the speed of establishing and the number of new 
businesses to facilitate employment and support economic development. 

INVESTING IN MINDSET CHANGE PROGRAMS 
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UNPACKING THE YOUTH PROGRAMMING AGENDA
POST-COVID 19 RECOVERY PLAN IN YOUTH DEVELOPMENT

By:  Dumsani Simelane

The core mandate of the council is to provide quality coordination and advisory 
services to all youth actors. In executing this mandate, we will continue to advise 
Government and the line Ministry to invest in mindset change programs inorder 
to change the way in which young people percieve success whilst also 
encouraging the culture of saving and investing amongst our young people.



By; Colisile Masilela
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TYA’s REACTIVATIONS

TheThe Youth Council has engaged all 59 constituencies in discussions aimed at reviving Tinkhundla Youth  Associations 
(TYAs). Tinkhundla Youth Council, were established by the ENYC designed to align with Governments decentralization 
strategy to ensure youth development at Inkhundla level. It helps to create safe and valid platforms for our country’s    
            youth to showcase their leadership, management and financial skills. The Council in collaboration   
             with CODEC institution, conducts a training exercise for the elected members of the TYA. A total   
             of 120 young people, from 10 TYA’s in the Lubombo and  Shiselweni Region have been trained on  
                              project management and monitoring, financial   literacy, entrepreneurship, cooperative              
                philosophy and formation, and resource mobilization. One of the core mandates of the      
               trainings is to encourage youth participation, in youth development endeavours. The trained   
               TYA’s are required to form cooperatives  whilst they continue to serve and represent the youth   
                 in their constituencies. These cooperatives will benefit the broader sector of youth in the    
                    communities. The members of the cooperative will identify a viable income-generating   
                                            project which they will implement in their constituencies. The Council will continue  
                       to engage partners who will financially and technically assist these cooperatives.   
                      Some of these TYA’s have fully registered cooperatives whilst other are stil in the       
                     process of completing their registration. Financial constraits remain the main             
                       challenge young people are facing at this point. A total of 50 TYA’s have been
                       established in all the four regions. Manzin is  currently leading, having completed   
                       the process in all 18 constituencies. The Council continues to engage the TYA     
                        Chairpersons through a ITC based-platforms facilitated by the Communications  
                         office. We use this plaftorm for information-sharing purposes. 



ENYC SHISELWENI NEWS:
Life skills Education

The main purpose for reaching out to youth in the Nkwene constituency this year, was as 
a result of the increasing number of young people, engaging in detrimental actions in the 
community.  This includes teenage pregnancy, cross generation and transactional sexual 
relationships, sexual violence, sexual transmission of infections including HIV and STIs, 
school droputs, high level of unemployement, drugs and substance abuse.
WWorthmentioning is that, with all these challenges faced by the youth, they still have low 
access to ASRH information and services. The manual helped the young people to            
understand that the adolecent stages are filled with excitement, new feelings, unanswered 
questions, challenges and changes where decision making is intensely challenged.

So that is why, it is very important to know facts about their sexuality, plan for better       
futures, healthy lives and start preparing for the world of work as well. In essence, they 
need to make informed decisions and choices.

Thembinkosi Hlatshwayo   
   Regional Co-ordinator

The council is currently rolling out a Life Skills Education          
Programme at Nkwene Inkhundla for the duration of two months. 
This is a programme that has been running for the past 4 years in 
the Shiselweni Region in different  constituencies.
This is through the support of UNFPA and the Ministry 
of Sports, Culture and Youth Affairs in collaboration with the 
Sexual Reproductive Health (SRH) unit under the Ministry
oof Health. Currently, 20 youth peer facilitators have been
trained  to empower other young people at community 
level with adequate information on sexual reproductive 
health and rights, through  facilitating community sessions 
in all the chiefdoms under Nkwene using a Life 
Skills Education Manual for out of school youth.
The Life Skills Education manual was a result of 
UNFUNFPA's interest in developing a comprehensive resource 
for coaching out of school youth on sexuality, gender, 
rights and related life skills for the youth. 
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NATIONAL YOUTH POLICY LAUNCH 

The Ministry of Sports, Culture and Youth Affairs launched the 
2020 National Youth Policy set to guide the country's efforts              
towards achieving rapid youth development. The new Policy is 
a result of a wide ranging consultation process involving young 
people & various youth development stakeholders,                        
which was coordinated by the ENYC.

MMinister of Sports, Culture and Youth Affairs Harries Bulunga 
mentioned that, the Policy has been shaped by the voices of 
young people themselves & represents a new gear in how     
Government, primarily through the Ministry, seeks to                              
implement rapid youth development in Eswatini.

Minister Bulunga said through this Policy, the Ministry is setting 
its sights on two key elements of the young person's 
dedevelopment; rstly that of helping the youth develop their ca-
pabilities & secondly, creating an enabling environment for 
young people to adequately express their talents.

The ENYC will ensure proper implementation of the policy as 
per the Council’s mandate. Our role is to supervise and see to it 
that stakeholders execute the policy accordingly so to harness 
the demographic dividend and better the lives of the youth of 
Eswatini, said ENYC CEO.

“The youth constitute about 37.4% of Eswatini's population. More than 70% of the country's total population is 
aged 35 years and under. Therefore, if well thought investments are made into this population, there is a lot that    
Eswatini stands to benet”, the Minister said.

Youth Representative Sizolwethu Maphanga expressed her excitement for being  part of the consultation exercise 
& seeing a young consultant given such a huge task to develop this roadmap. “That is the kind of trust we need as 
youth. I hope justiable resources will be allocated to implement this policy”, she concluded.

UNFUNFPA Head of Office Margaret Thwala-Tembe: “The Ministry of Sports is appreciated for the development of the 
National Youth Policy. This is a commendable job showing Government’s commitment in creating an enabling       
environment for youth to fulll their potential."

UNFPA Head Margaret Thwala-Tembe: "The youth form the heart of UNFPA. Therefore, seeing programs like the Life 
Skills Education, Youth Fund, Tinkhundla Youth Associations being expanded & revitalized, shows the signicance 
accorded to the youth by the Government of Eswatini.”

“I was excited to see a 
young consultant given 
such a huge task to      
develop this roadmap. 
That is the kind of trust 
we need as the youth”.
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YOUTH AND STAKEHOLDERS TACKLE YOUTH BILL:
YOUTH DEVELOPMENT CONSORTIUM UNDERWAY
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In the month of October, the Ministry of Sports, Culture and 
Youth Affairs, embarked on a process of consulting youth and 
stakeholders in the development of the Youth Development 
Consortium (YDC) and the National Youth Development   
Council Bill. The consultations were facilitated by the ENYC and 
supported by UNFPA. Leading the exercise of reviewing the 
Youth Bill Draft was the Attorney General’s Office. The regional 
consultconsultations were informed by the Ministry’s strategic plan 
which requires that the YDC and Youth Bill are put in place to 
advance the youth development agenda as per the statutes of 
the government roadmap. According to the Honorouble        
Minister, Harries Bulunga, the end goal of the activity is to       
produce a bill that will be shaped by the voices of the youth.

The development of the YDC seeks to build a foundation for Youth Development in the country, working in            
collaboration with partners who will step in to safeguard young people's interests. The Eswatini Youth Develop-
ment Consortium (YDC) is a structure of youth, youth implementing, and youth led organizations working directly 
with young people at community, regional and national level in development and empowerment portfolios. These 
are young people and organizations working in sexual and reproductive health, faith based, entrepreneurship, 
farming, training, community based, charity, visual and creative arts, academics and all development sectors. 

This is a structure that will be responsible for collecting all developmental attributes of youth and escalate them to 
the inter-ministerial committee for action and budgeting purposes in order to address the deteriorating                                 
developmental state of the youth in Eswatini. When making theor submissions, young people gave a thumbs up to 
the development of structure, which they believe will be a catalyst for social community development initiatives. 
ENYC shall be the secretariat of the YDC. Speaking with regards to the bill, Mbongiseni Mazibuko mentioned that 
the bill should the bill should give the Council power to govern and regulate all youth development activities across all sectors.

OBJECTIVES OF THE NATIONAL YOUTH    
DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL BILL :
(a) the establishment of the National 
Youth Development Council responsible 
for creating promoting and coordinating 
youth development matters;

(b)  the functions of the Council;

(c)(c) the registration of youth associations 
and organisations; and

(d) other incidental matters.
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The United Nations, collaborated with the ENYC in engaging young people, in discussions which centred 
around the impacts of Covid-19 and how to recover to ensure a better future for all. In commemoration of 
its 75th anniversary, the UN engaged various stakeholders on the “Future We Want” and the “UN We Need”. 
Young people believe that although Covid-19 came with numerous challenges, they managed to tap into op-
portunities brought by the pandemic. Many young people took advantage of the lockdown period to venture 
into business projects, realigning themselves for future opportunities. 

UN75 DIALOGUE WITH YOUTHS
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ROLL
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